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advertising: creative direction + copywriting

digital strategy + brand planning

teaching + curriculum development

art curation + writing



ADVERTISING: 
CREATIVE DIRECTION  
+ COPYWRITING
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webby 2000

Dean & Deluca Website

Arimidex 2006

CLIO 2002

Coca-Cola

Olympic Games


AXIEM AwardTM 2002

3 gold, 1 silver

Coca-Cola 

Olympic Games


BDA Award 

Sydney Paralympics 2001

TRT Award 

Sydney Paralympics 2000

ADDY Award 1996

Chevy Chase Bank Website 

ECHO 2004 

Procter and Gamble

Tremor Online 

Recruiting Campaign
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 ADVERTISING


Sydney Paralympic Games \ 2000
STRATEGY 

Leverage WeMedia’s broadcast rights to 


create a destination to bring the Games to 


the millions around the world with disabilities. 


SOLUTION


We pulled off what was the largest 


web-stream in history at the time, with 


24 hour coverage and live streaming as 


well as news and information about the 


events, players, and locations. All designs 


were ADA compliant for those with low-vision.


MY ROLE 
As WeMedia’s Director of Convergence and 

Experience, I was responsible for the synergy of 

content across all WeMedia properties, including 

broadcast, web and our print magazine. I 

oversaw a team of writers and art directors. 
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 ADVERTISING


Coca-Cola Winter Olympic Torch Relay \ 2002
STRATEGY 

Bring people out to Coke’s planned events 

throughout the Olympic Torch route from 

Atlanta to Salt Lake City.


SOLUTION


Highlight the runners! Find a torch runner and 

the events planned along the way; ’Share your 

Olympic story’ for fans to write in; Wireless 

Platform with Geolocation for text alerts when 

the torch comes to town; Permission Marketing  

+ Online Media Campaigns; Viral Marketing 

Game/ Sweepstakes Promotion; Cross 

Promotion with Experiential + Radio Campaign


MY ROLE 
Creative Director: Editorial (vision/concept, 

pitch + execution; managed writers + 

collaborated with team of only 15)
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 ADVERTISING


Coca-Cola Winter Olympic Torch Relay \ 2002
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 ADVERTISING


Coca-Cola Winter Olympic Torch Relay \ 2002
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 ADVERTISING


Coca-Cola Winter Olympic Torch Relay \ 2002
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 ADVERTISING


Coca-Cola Winter Olympic Winter Games \ 2002
STRATEGY 

Leverage success of theTorch Relay by converting URL 


to Olympic Winter Games site and broadcasting branded 


Coke events out to the world. I lived in Park City, Utah 


with 3 colleagues and our Coke client for the duration 


of the Games and created and fed assets back to NYC 


for launching in real-time. 


SOLUTION


Help fans communicate the feel of the Games to friends 


and family via email+mobile, viral marketing (in an era 


before social media); Daily high-resolution images of real 

fans at the Games; ’Real People Report’ video from 


Olympic Village; 24-7 Webcam from Park City


MY ROLE 
Creative Director: Editorial; interviewer, key grip, you name 

it. We did anything it took to get the assets back to NYC. 1.5 

years in the making, this was nothing short of a Herculean 

feat. And worth it!
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 ADVERTISING


Coca-Cola Winter Olympic Winter Games \ 2002
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 ADVERTISING


Coca-Cola Winter Olympic Winter Games \ 2002
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 ADVERTISING


Powerade Winter Olympic Torch Relay \ 2002
STRATEGY 

Part of the Coca-Cola family, Powerade’s presence 

for the Torch Relay should embody the brand 

dedicated to peak physical performance. The 

Powerade web site should celebrate the support 

runners which accompany the torch runners along 

the journey from Atlanta to Salt Lake.


SOLUTION


Interactive map highlighting the path of the torch


Users could zoom in to search for and see names of 

runners by segment (bleeding edge tech at the time)


Branded video vignettes.


MY ROLE 
Creative Director: Editorial (vision/concept, 


pitch + execution; managed writers + 


collaborated with team),
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 ADVERTISING


Powerade Winter Olympic Torch Relay \ 2002
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 ADVERTISING


Procter and Gamble, Tremor Campaign \ 2004
STRATEGY 

MRM-McCann Erickson Client. 

Crack the code on how to 

connect with teens through 

online recruitment campaign 


SOLUTION


Through ‘anti-advertising’ 

banners, we connected with 

their desire for empowerment, 

to voice their opinion as a 

marketing partner, not just a 

marketing target.


MY ROLE 
Copywriter; I concepted with 

the Art Director for weeks. 


Won awards. Great ROI
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 ADVERTISING


Digital Schoolhouse \ 1997
STRATEGY 

An Arnold Communications Client. 


The Digital Schoolhouse Foundation, part of 

Platinum Technology, Inc.’s Digital Kids initiative, 

was created to foster an interest in technology 

for Chicago’s inner-city children and serve as a 

teaching aid to educators.


SOLUTION


We included examples of every technology 


available over the Web: chat, bulletin boards, 


e-mail addresses for all participants, customized 

homepage creation — all where participating 

educators could choose from a broad menu of 

topics for curriculum development.


MY ROLE 
Copywriter: I worked with Creative Director to 

concept, architect, and write the site.
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 ADVERTISING


Digital Schoolhouse \ 1997
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 ADVERTISING


Maybelline \ 2003
STRATEGY 

A MRM-McCann Erickson Client. Maybelline sought 


a digital solution to increase awareness of their 

seasonal collections.


SOLUTION


We created the Maybelline Scene and City sections 

as a way to infuse magazine-style esthetic with 

content-marketing tie-ins to product and interactive 

ways to ‘get the look’. Even after many re-vamps the 

City and Get the Look features are still very much a 

part of the site.


MY ROLE 
Copywriter + Creative Lead: worked directly with Art 

Director to concept and write the sections each 

season. I also got to wear a Clothing Buyer hat, 

because I was in charge of picking (and buying) the 

looks at Saks Fifth Avenue in Midtown. Very Fun!
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 ADVERTISING


Maybelline \ 2003
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 ADVERTISING


Maybelline \ 2004
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 ADVERTISING


G-Shock \ 2003
STRATEGY 

Casio needed a web presence for 

their G-Shock line of watches.


SOLUTION


We created the first-ever gshock.com, 

with discrete destinations, tone and 

manner for their tough solar, baby G 

and club G lines, along with an 

interactive timeline highlighting the 

brand’s 20 year rise to cult status.


MY ROLE 
Copywriter, information architect and 

client liaison, I conceived the 

interactivity with the art director; 

established the tone for the three 

sections of the web site; and wrote 

the site in its entirety.



DIGITAL STRATEGY  
   BRAND PLANNING+
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ONLINE PRESENCE 
As a strategic consultant for STUDIO LLC, I work 
both with their direct clients and with the clients of 
their agency partners.  We have been working with 
Freshet directly as their Digital Agency for more 
than 2 years, most recently overhauling their online 
presence with a complete redesign and rebuild of 
freshpet.com.


In the role of Digital Strategist, I supervised the 
development from conception through launch, 
working very closely with the creative team (ie copy 
editing, creative briefing/direction when needed) to 
help this new brand direction come to life. 

Before the redesign, their bounce rate was 38%. 
After our redesign the bounce rate dropped to just 
16%. An improvement of over 57%. 

STRATEGY


Freshpet Pet Food \ 2014

http://freshpet.com
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 STRATEGY


OVED APPAREL \ 2013
PRPS SITE & MARKETING 
PRPS is a luxury brand of menswear sold 
exclusively online. STUDIO was retained to 
architect, design and build their e-commerce 
platform prpsjeans.com, as well as perform 

search engine optimization and email 
marketing. Within 60 days website traffic 
climbed significantly, and current year-over-
year PRPS traffic has jumped from 32,000 
average monthly visitors to just under 300,000 
per month, and continues to grow. Website 
page views have also been impressive for the 
same month year-over-year, growing from 
259,000 to 2,211,000.

As Digital Strategist and PRPS Client liaison, I supervised the development 

from conception through launch, working very closely with the creative 

team. (I did a good amount of IA supervision and copy editing)

http://prpsjeans.com
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 STRATEGY


CibaVision \ 2004
CONVERGENT MEDIA  
A Saatchi and Saatchi Consumer 
Healthcare Client.  As VP of Digital 
Strategy, I created this plan.
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 STRATEGY


CibaVision \ 2004
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 STRATEGY


ENFAMIL \ 2005
MARKETING TO MOMS  
A Saatchi and Saatchi Consumer 
Healthcare Client. 


As VP of Digital Strategy, I 
researched and prepared insights to 
help support our mobile program 
recommendations. Then I created 
wireframes to illustrate the concepts 
for designers and the client.
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 STRATEGY


ENFAMIL \ 2005
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 STRATEGY


ENFAMIL \ 2005
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 STRATEGY


Oxytrol for Women \ 2013
BRAND LAUNCH 
Five agencies and 180 days 
to launch a RX to OTC 
switch. I was responsible 
for creating the digital 
program to prime 
healthcare professionals for 
the switch; prepare the 
healthcare market for the 
launch; and integrate with 
the consumer advertising. I 
also stewarded the 
development of all digital 
tactics 
(oxytrolforwomen.com, 

banners and all 
communications.

http://oxytrolforwomen.com
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Sample strategy documents

CREATIVE BRIEF + STRATEGY - FRESHPET.COM  
Written to inform the feature set and strategic execution.

SOCIAL MEDIA GUIDELINES - PRPS 
Guidelines for PRPS staff in developing social media content.

BRAND IDENTITY - CUCUMBER FACTORY 
A new line of menswear needed a strategic brand platform.

DIGITAL STRATEGY - MERRIMACK PHARMA 
Nanotech drug developer seeks to change oncology 

landscape and needs solid corporate brand + strategy.

DIGITAL STRATEGY - MERCK PHARMA 
Long-standing engagement to create guidance for how 

doctors manage content preferences from Merck brands.

writing + thinking extruded—to guide, inform + inspire

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL - PRPS 
Written for PRPS to solicit web site project proposals. I 

stewarded the process through review and vendor selection.

each of these longer form documents are available for your review at freejade.com/academyofart

INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE - PRPS 
Website development structure of content

DIGITAL STRATEGY - OXYTROL FOR WOMEN 
Five agencies and 180 days to launch RX to OTC switch.

http://freejade.com/academyofart


TEACHING  
+ CURRICULUM 
DEVELOPMENT
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Collaboration is Key

To get the best out of my students, I put the very best of 
myself in. It is my job to locate and engage their instincts, 
and ignite their passion.


Drawing from my advertising and art backgrounds, I 
design courses to help prepare students for careers that 
will demand their best work and their best thinking. To 
this end, I stress that the approach to each project is as 
important as the execution. The result is students who 
ask the right questions and brainstorm with direction. 
This lays the groundwork to then overlay fundamental 
tools and storytelling devices essential for the best 
expression of ideas.


Together, we create amazing things!
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TEMPLE UNIVERSITY 
COURSE DESCRIPTION: As the first in the 

Advertising Art Direction track, students gain a 
comprehensive understanding of how ideas 
become branded visual communications that 
engage, capture and persuade audiences. 
Through regular lecture, reading and project 
critique, emphasis is placed on combining the 
fundamental tools of graphic design with 
creative brainstorming to arrive at fresh, branded 
concepts. This course focuses primarily on 
concept and layout for the print medium, and 
lays the foundation for Art Direction II.


SAMPLE:

Assignment - Visual Devices/Advertising Water


TEACHING


Advertising Art Direction I

view samples at freejade.com/academyofart

student work

http://freejade.com/academyofart
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TEMPLE UNIVERSITY 
COURSE DESCRIPTION: This advanced 

course emphasizes the visual, verbal, 
and conceptual skills of TV advertising 
as well as the interactive medium. 
Students will work with advertising 
strategies to create effective TV 
storyboards, web sites, and more.  

The use of typography, composition, 
photography, and illustration is 
implemented into each project. 


SAMPLE:

Assignment - Multiple Medium


TEACHING


Advertising Art Direction II

view samples at freejade.com/academyofart

student work

http://freejade.com/academyofart
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TEMPLE UNIVERSITY 
COURSE DESCRIPTION: This advanced course explores the 

dynamic space of Interactive, primarily web-based media. 
Specifically, we explore how advertisers can use best practices 
in this space to create branded programs which are seamlessly 
integrated with offline, general advertising and marketing 
efforts. Attention is paid to creating interactive tactics that 
consider the client’s business objectives and audience 
experience. Lectures and practice focus on information 
architecture, interaction design, compelling copy and audience 
usability. Through group and individual projects, test and in-
class assignments, students solve brand problems and extend 
brand personality to interactive media (web, mobile, etc.) in a 
way that connects with, engages and persuades audiences. 


SAMPLE:

Assignment - Individual Final Project


TEACHING


Interactive Advertising

view samples at freejade.com/academyofart

http://freejade.com/academyofart
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MERCY COLLEGE 
COURSE DESCRIPTION: This course is designed to get you 

comfortable with and good at thinking creatively, 
unconventionally and cleverly. While true creative genius is a 
nice-to-have, you can also become quite accomplished by 
learning and employing techniques and brainstorming processes 
that get you to breakthrough concepts and blockbuster 
solutions. During our time, you will learn how to see differently; 
how to unlock creativity; and how to balance all above with the 
reality of your brand’s challenge. This class will build on visual 
communications and creative thinking skills, putting these tools 
into practice and learning new ways to approach and solve 
brand problems. You will also develop the keen ability to assess 
the strengths and weaknesses of existing ad campaigns. 


SAMPLE:

Assignment - Concept Development CibaVision Contacts


TEACHING


Creative Advertising

view samples at freejade.com/academyofart

http://freejade.com/academyofart
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MERCY COLLEGE 
COURSE DESCRIPTION:This course 

introduces the student to professional 

presentation preparation and delivery in 

person, over the phone, and as part of 

virtual presentations . Students practice 

and learn the effective use of language, 

visuals, space, and technology to create 

and deliver memorable messages 

through a variety of media from poster 

boards to Powerpoint. 


SAMPLE:

Assignment - Final Project


TEACHING


Effective Presentations

view samples at freejade.com/academyofart

http://freejade.com/academyofart
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MERCY COLLEGE 
COURSE DESCRIPTION: This course introduces you to 

professional public relations and advertising agency work: 
planning and preparing proposals, campaigns, collateral 
material, editorial layouts, advertising storyboards, radio and 
television spots on behalf of a client or company. You will 

rotate agency roles such as Account Manager and Creative 
Director while practicing your knowledge of strategy, 

branding, planning design, campaign development and 
execution, media relations, special event planning, and 

publicity writing to assist community businesses and 
organizations with their communications initiatives. Issues 

that arise from client cultivation and negotiation (pricing, work 
product, project management, copyright) will also be covered.


SAMPLE:

Assignment - Course Deliverables + Grading Rubric


TEACHING


Advanced Practice of PR: Studio

view samples at freejade.com/academyofart

http://freejade.com/academyofart
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MERCY COLLEGE 
COURSE DESCRIPTION: This course examines 

the role of culture in understanding human 
communication. Students will become aware of 
their own cultural influences as they consider the 
culture, language, tradition, and experiences of 
diverse groups. Through class discussion and 
experiential exercises, students will gain the 

tools necessary to understand the challenges 
and recognize the advantages of living in a 
multicultural society.


SAMPLES:

Lecture: Popular Culture and Intercultural Comm

Assignment - Identity Mosaic Video Project


TEACHING


Intercultural Communication

view samples at freejade.com/academyofart

me!

student work

  Hijab for a Day 

http://freejade.com/academyofart


ART CURATION  
+ WRITING
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Connections at the core

I consider myself lucky. For two decades, 
communicating has been my passion and my 
profession. I approach articulation of ideas and 
information as storytelling—for audiences of one, 
or millions. 

While my professional writing intends to persuade, 
my curatorial writing seeks to provoke and explore. 
I strive to weave narrative from visual threads, 
binding myself to the work and to the other. 

More art writing can be found at freejade.com 

http://freejade.com
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MATT VOLPE 
Matt Volpe is a full-time painter in South 

Philadelphia’s Italian Market neighborhood. A 

‘round the clock’, prolific-type painter. A painter 

from head to sole, compelled to be an instrument 

for his work. The kind of work you’ll see in a thickly 

bound coffee table book in the next decade. So get 

close while you can.


Step in and saddle up. It’s Basquiat-meets-comic-

book-stares-in-a-swirl-of-urban-drama—topped 

with a pinch of pathos. Take a sip, then take 

another. Volpe’s secret recipe will not be replicated. 

Breaking apart each ingredient; high impasto layers 

offer stoke after stroke of sardonic commentary.


ART CURATION + WRITING


Speakeasy

Drink up. We’re trapped in the gaze, invited into a web of lustfully rich imagery held 

together by mixed type and pointed text. Each line scrawled and word underscores 

each individual character, they claw like refugees to the paint surface and toward the 

crowded borders. This density adds a precise and deliberate tension, holding each 

piece together. Like a baby swaddled, drunk from a womb-life of primordial dreaming. 

Or the man in the café, sipping Absinthe late into the night.

COME BACK FOR A VISIT ANYTIME. THE SPEAKEASY IS A PLACE TO HANG YOUR HAT FOR A WHILE.


JUST MAKE DAMN SURE YOU CAN COVER YOUR TAB.
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CHRISTINE JONES

ART CURATION + WRITING


Bitch, Holla!

you may have permission to view. but you will get no apologies. opinions are 

welcome at your bequest. but most importantly, this is not about you. or is it?


here, the art object is in fact, the subject. a warm body chills when confronting this 

tricky, unconscious dynamic. the viewer becomes the viewed, frank and simple. 

but don’t worry, you're not being judged. its not about that either. 


looking closer, the relationship deepens. here we untangle layers of painterly study, 

pure craft, fine artisanship. the work employs years of influences; basquiat, freud, 

schiele, klimt, holzer. rich colors, experimental contrasts, bold communiques and, 

of course, the existential ‘other’. it is direct and confrontational, yet not intimidating. 

almost tender and intimate, even in its directness. even while images overlap and 

themes entwine, these paintings do not mince words.


passages are what they may be, a finished conversation; a thought to the self; a 

string of emotions—the germination of these to which we were not privy. as 

thoughts round out, the work completes. but what meaning do we assign when it 

provokes a reaction? who feels? us, the artist, or maybe the work?


despite obvious provocations, each piece is intended to be a contained unit. a 


kind of existential measure of the world's outside influence against the one within. 


and so what we encounter could easily be in fact, the ruler of the mind. our 

unconscious barometer.
BITCH, HOLLA! IS VERY SERIOUS, BUT ALSO 

CAREFUL TO NOT TAKE ITSELF TOO SERIOUSLY. 
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THANK YOU
It has been my pleasure and my privilege to have 
assembled this body of work for your review. I have 
attempted to reflect the breadth of my experience over 
the past two decades. And while my list of client work is 
far more comprehensive than is represented, it was a bit 
of a trick to pick pieces that demonstrate specific areas 
of competency. I hope I have succeeded.

If given the chance to join you, I will approach my 
schoolwork with all the fervor and focus I apply to my 
client assignments. I wish to become the student I 
would love to teach, and to become a better teacher in 
return. I look forward to solving problems and thinking 
big ideas with your bright and capable team.


Contact: Jade Snyder  |  freejade llc  

M: 917.361.0942   |  F: 917.418.5638   


jade@freejade.com 

mailto:jade@freejade.com

